Defensive dishonesty in criminal investigations has increasingly been prosecuted without standards for identifying harmful deception or other meaningful checks on prosecutorial discretion. Although they are often grouped together statistically and evaluated as comparable crimes, there is a clear distinction between investigative lies and in-court perjury. The differences between the offenses-including the standards for prosecution, the perceived victim, and the purposes of bringing charges-suggest reasons to reconsider the current approach to investigative lies such as false statements. More truth is produced, and arguably more cooperation results, when the government focuses on the quality of the information flow. The structural protections in place with regard to institutional perjury can be explained in part as truth-seeking tools, and I propose translating warning requirements and distinctions between active and passive lies into the context of investigative deception. Efforts to get accurate information could more effectively curtail evidentiary foul play than strategies designed just to get defendants. And being attentive to whether a false statement actually causes harm-a mitigating principle seemingly at work in the perjury context-might further optimize deterrence.
INTRODUCTION
In this essay, I contrast the broad range of conduct within the ambit of the false statements statute that criminalizes investigative lies with the narrower scope of perjury liability in the institutional context of the courts. The government more actively prosecutes defensive dishonesty outside of court, including lies induced by investigators. Those prosecutions increase efficiency and symbolically assert government authority, but they create some distortions in the process. I suggest translating the truth-seeking tools from court into formal warnings and a robust materiality requirement in the investigative setting. That shift in focus from targeting defendants to obtaining accurate information could increase compliance in both general and specific terms.
THE BROAD SWEEP OF INVESTIGATIVE LIES
Process offenses that arise in the course of criminal investigations have often supplanted the misconduct that triggered the investigation as the focus of federal prosecutions. This is particularly true of what I call investigative lies, which are defensive misrepresentations that arise from interviews with agents or prosecutors. They are charged as false statements under 18 U.S.C. § 1001, which prohibits making a "materially false, fictitious, or fraudulent statement or representation" or falsifying, concealing, or covering up "by any trick, scheme, or device a material fact" in any matter within the jurisdiction of the federal government. 1 The breadth of the statute allows prosecutors to impose liability for lies that are induced by investigators and pose no risk to the investigation, as well as for statements made to non-governmental parties and subsequently passed on to the government.
Actionable false statements under section 1001 can arise in the most informal of circumstances.
2 Interviews often involve surprising suspects at odd hours in uncomfortable places, and the conversation at issue need not be transcribed or otherwise memorialized by agents. 3 The informal setting does little to warn subjects about potential liability for their responses, and agents rarely frame interviews with any admonitions that would assure honest responses. Nor is any precision required in terms of the questions or responses. 4 False statements can concern topics other than the underlying wrongdoing, need not be in response to clear inquiries, and can merely imply an inaccuracy or mislead by omission. 5 And once a witness responds to questioning, she "has an obligation to refrain from telling half-truths or from excluding information necessary to make [her] statement truthful." 6 Although there is a jurisdictional requirement in the statute, the statement itself need not concern a matter within a federal agency's regulatory jurisdiction so long as the general subject matter of the investigation bears some relationship to the agency's authority.
7
The open-textured nature of the statute leads to the prosecution of induced offenses, which include deception that is organic and reactive, arising from the relationship between the defendant and the government and dependent on the context of the investigation. It is a natural, self-protective instinct to "deny and conceal any shameful or guilty act."
8 This is true even of defendants who have no exposure to criminal liability but lie to avoid embarrassing revelations, for example by disguising a non-criminal indiscretion with a false alibi. The initial response of most subjects confronted by criminal investigators is such an attempt to deflect scrutiny and forestall liability, and agents can exploit that instinct. The statute thus allows for the possibility that "an overzealous prosecutor or investigator-aware that a person has committed some suspicious acts, but unable to make a criminal case-will create a crime by surprising the suspect, asking about those acts, and receiving a false denial." Recent examples of organic deception pursued as false statements come from all the "crying in baseball" over the use of steroids. Most of the players involved did not commit underlying crimes and at worst engaged in off- 652 (1990) ("How dire the consequences of the truth must be before a person is willing to tell a lie may differ from person to person, but it would be hard to deny that virtually everybody has a tipping point . . . and probably for most, the threat of serious criminal punishment is sufficient."). 9 Brogan v. United States, 522 U.S. 398, 416 (1998) (Ginsburg, J., concurring). investigation when he stated that another player, Rafael Palmeiro, had been truthful when he denied using performance-enhancing drugs in 2005. 10 Another figure in athletics, track coach Trevor Graham, has been convicted in federal court of one count of lying to federal agents in a steroids probe. When he was confronted by investigators in 2004, Graham claimed that he had no contact with a steroids dealer after 1997. Before they approached him, however, prosecutors had obtained phone records documenting nearly 100 calls from Graham to the dealer between 1998 and 2000. Jurors acquitted Graham of two additional counts, including falsely stating that he had never met the dealer in person. After the verdict, one juror expressed skepticism about the case, wondering why there were no contemporaneous notes of the interview, and why Graham was not confronted with the phone records and other accusations. "It was like they wanted to catch him," the jury foreperson remarked, and "it got me to questioning the government themselves."
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The statute also criminalizes deception that takes the unadorned form of an "exculpatory no": a false response to an investigator's accusation with a version of "no," or "wasn't me." These reflexive reactions were once treated in the majority of circuit courts as constructive "not guilty" pleas, 12 and courts recognized an "exculpatory no" defense to section 1001 charges until the 1998 decision in Brogan v. United States. 13 In Brogan, federal agents knocked on the defendant's door one evening, unannounced. As in the Graham case, before they went to his home, agents had obtained records verifying that Brogan had received funds from a company that employed members of the union for which he served as an officer. The agents told Brogan that they were investigating the company and various individuals and asked him whether he had received any money or gifts from the company. Brogan responded, simply, "no." Agents then told him that they had the records of payments to him and that he had just committed the crime of lying to them. The Supreme Court subsequently affirmed Brogan's false statement conviction, rejecting his "exculpatory no" defense on statutory interpretation grounds. The loose jurisdictional requirements in the statute also leave room for prosecutions of what I have termed derivative obstruction, which encompasses false statements made only in an indirect or constructive way to the government. Proxy deception is particularly common in the parallel realm of obstruction prosecutions under 18 U.S.C. § 1503. 15 For example, one theory under which defendants in the Computer Associates case were prosecuted was that they knew statements they made to their own counsel would be passed on to the government. 16 General Counsel Stephen Woghin was in turn indicted, partly because he professed innocence in a press release, provided false justifications to inside auditors, and "fail[ed] to expedite" the investigation.
17 Along the same lines, Greg Singleton, a gas trader employed by El Paso Merchant Energy, was charged with falsely reporting market information, and the government added obstruction charges arising from statements that Singleton made solely to an outside law firm retained by his employer.
18
A c c o r d i n g t o t h e i n d i c t m e n t , Singleton "did not disclose" to outside counsel, "falsely denied," and "otherwise concealed" the fact that employees had provided false information to trade publications. There was no allegation that Singleton made misstatements directly to the government. Likewise, in the recent Rite Aid prosecution, defendants were convicted of obstruction largely as a result of interactions with internal investigators retained by the company.
19
The broad charging discretion prosecutors enjoy in the investigative context is constrained by more rigorous standards of proof when deception occurs in court. Perjury has stringent statutory requirements, and the case law has further curtailed the reach of the perjury provision. Liability requires a willful false statement as to material facts, made under oath. 20 The Supreme Court has held that a defendant cannot be convicted if answers are literally true or merely 15 See, e.g., L i s a K e r n G r i f f i n , Compelled , available at www.usdoj.gov/dag/cftf/chargingdocs/grassetalind.pdf. 20 1 8 U . S . C . § § 1 6 2 1 & 1 6 2 3 ( 2 0 0 6 ) . T h e s t a t u t o r y d e f i n i t i o n l e a v e s t h e c o m m o n l a w requirements largely intact. At common law, perjury was defined as "a crime committed when a lawful oath is administered, in some judicial proceeding, to a person who swears willfully, absolutely and falsely, in a matter material to the issue or point in question." 4 WILLIAM BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES 136-37. evasive, 21 which leads to defenses that parse "the meaning of is." 22 In perjury cases, the allegedly misleading answer has less import than the precision of the questioning. 23 Nor does perjury extend to superfluous testimony, and recantation in the same proceeding can provide a defense. 24 Perjury also takes place in the formal context of official proceedings, and the requirement that the defendant make the critical statement under oath is calculated to "awaken the witness' conscience." 25 I n v e s t i g a t i v e l i e s p r e s e n t a s h a r p c o n t r a s t : R a t h e r t h a n s e e k compliance with section 1001 ex ante, the government typically reveals its application only after subjects make the statements that give rise to liability.
DEGREES OF EVIDENTIARY FOUL PLAY
Different kinds of evidentiary foul play merit different treatment, and the effect of upstream investigative lies seems more likely to be diluted than that of institutional deception at the end of the adjudicative process. Arguably, the rationale for the deterrence of deception changes and gathers force once a case is presented in court, where deceptive testimony hazards the destruction of evidence and is not just the refusal to cooperate with the government's efforts to create evidence.
The criminalization of investigative lies introduces sanctions for dishonesty at the first point in a suspect or witness' interaction with law enforcement. Falsehoods are actionable even before an investigation is fully underway and even when they pertain to topics unrelated to underlying wrongdoing. They can occur, not because of consciousness of guilt, but because of consciousness of risk, or even indignation about innocence. 26 Although false statements may inconvenience the government, perjury undermines far broader systematic goals and has an impact on the integrity of the court system. In-court perjury is solvent to the social glue of the justice system, "an obvious and flagrant affront to the basic concepts of judicial proceedings."
27 The failure to cooperate may also cut off the flow of information to prosecutors and jurors and thereby prevent the "fine judgments" 28 necessary in sound criminal investigations and just trials. But actual evidence destruction more obviously "impedes the search for truth."
Yet it is the earlier-stage deception that appears to inspire the most expansive enforcement strategies. And Brogan, in which the Supreme Court enlarged the scope of section 1001 by rejecting an "exculpatory no" defense for investigative lies, 32 
p u s h e s i n t h e o p p o s i t e d i r e c t i o n f r o m
Bronston, which significantly contracted liability for perjury by requiring literal falsehoods rather than just misleading answers. 33 Why has liability for false statements expanded while in-court perjury prosecutions have narrowed? One explanation is that perjury is simply less prevalent than is widely assumed. 34 Apart from anecdotal and impressionistic evidence, it is difficult to document the frequency of any form 26 of evidentiary foul play. But because the criminal lying prohibitions can be stretched to cover very ordinary human behavior, and because lying is an everyday occurrence, there is an obvious gap between statutory over-deterrence and on-the-ground under-enforcement. Recent cases suggest that whether and when prosecutors choose to close that gap by prosecuting investigative lies has little to do with truth-seeking in the false statements context and more to do with the need for efficiency where those statements are pretexts for more serious but unprovable crimes, with the assertion of authority where defendants are recalcitrant, and with the desire for apology where defendants have failed to take responsibility.
THE GOVERNMENT AS VICTIM OF INVESTIGATIVE LIES
The government's choice to exercise enforcement discretion as broadly as it does seems, in many false statement cases, to be a symbolic assertion of government power. During investigations, prosecutors may view information as government property and see themselves as enforcing a corollary to the notion that "the public has a right to every man's evidence."
35
T he g o v e r n m e n t , h ow e v e r , i s n o t necessarily prosecuting falsehoods that succeed in defrauding the government itself, and by extension the public, of information. There is both a stability interest in the force and meaning of "calling in the authorities" 36 a n d a "'collective interest' that the people together hold in the integrity of the system overall, without regard to the effects to any particular victim or outcome of any particular case." 37 But organic or derivative deception is merely the failure to expedite an investigation or the refusal to acquiesce in the government's theory of the trajectory of the case. As Erin Murphy recently observed, with "obstinacy" charges, including false statements, "[t]he substantive offense is nothing other than the insult to the efficiency and authority of the state itself." 38 By staying silent, defendants retain some power and put the government to its proof on the underlying charges. By successfully deceiving the government, they exercise some control over the course of the investigation. The criminalization of a broad range of investigative lies shifts the balance of power 35 United States v. Nixon, 418 U.S. 683, 709 (1974) . 36 See JOEL FEINBERG, HARM TO OTHERS 63-64 (1984) ("Like community interests, governmental interests in the last analysis belong to individual citizens. But the maintenance and advancement of a specific government interest may be highly dilute in any given citizen's personal hierarchy. I am not seriously harmed by a single act of contempt of court or of tax evasion, though if such acts became general, various government operations that are as essential to my welfare as public health and economic prosperity would no longer be possible."). 37 Erin Murphy, The Crime Factory: Process, Pretext, and Criminal Justice, (manuscript at 5), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1279681. 38 Id. at 58. back to the prosecution, enabling it to impose responsibility on the defendant for some offense, whether that is the original misconduct or the newly created crime. The line between criminal and noncriminal lying thus appears to have more to do with prosecutorial power and procedural expediency than social good. Another celebrity athlete provides an example. Marion Jones used performance-enhancing drugs in track and field and was then convicted under section 1001 for not owning up to it rather than for any underlying wrongdoing. In her subsequent public apology, Jones made no mention of using the drugs or of her involvement in a counterfeit check scheme, although those were the subjects of the charged false statements. Instead, she acknowledged that "[m]aking these false statements to federal agents was an incredibly stupid thing for me to do, and I am responsible fully for my actions." 39 The pursuit of false statements as pretexts for other crimes or as leverage offenses to induce pleas underscores the adversarial posture in which the government approaches investigative interviews. Although there is a veneer of truth-seeking and a cooperative relationship, agents and prosecutors often pursue questions with known answers. Interviews resemble the "carefully staged drama[s]" of police interrogations, which have been described as "choreographed performance[s] that allow[] a detective and his suspect to find common ground where none exists." 40 In a trial setting, on the other hand, there is clarity about the adversarial nature of the process, overt concern about the defendant's rights, and a systemic interest in encouraging testimony. 41 Arguably, recognizing, asserting, and preserving the court's power as a shared social institution stands as a higher priority than enforcing the government's authority to extract information from potential witnesses and suspects. But perjury is prosecuted less often, and under less yielding standards, perhaps because the court's institutional authority is less fragile. Another explanation is that enforcement decisions for both perjury and false statements rest in the hands of the government. False statements made in the context of civil discovery are rarely prosecuted, despite their potential (and often potentially greater) impact on judicial proceedings. 42 When perjury is prosecuted, it often arises from the grand jury context, which is an extension of the government's criminal investigation more than an arm of the court. KILLING STREETS 209 (1991) . 41 See Bronston, 409 U.S. at 360 ("The seminal modern treatment of the history of the offense concludes that one consideration of policy overshadowed all others during the years when perjury first emerged as a common-law offense: 'that the measures taken against the offense must not be so severe as to discourage witnesses from appearing or testifying.'"). 42 investigative deception, the grand jury setting raises "the disturbing opportunity for abuse in conducting inquiries into ancient misdeeds of the witness, with the object of eliciting a denial that can then be charged as perjury." 43 
STRUCTURAL PROTECTIONS AND TRUTH-SEEKING
Protections against perjury, moreover, are not limited to perjury prosecutions but are also embedded in the adjudicative process itself. 44 Although the actual goal of trial is contested, on one theory, trials are primarily an effort to get at the truth, or at least some outcome that will stand for the truth. 45 Many investigations, on the other hand, privilege authority and efficiency over fairness and accuracy. In a scenario where agents ask questions to which they already have answers, they want and expect guilty suspects to lie, and the statute arguably does little to protect the integrity of information-gathering. Questioning may produce a confession or a supplemental charging option, but informational advances from these interviews are few, and only minimal investigative harms stem from unsuccessful ones. A dishonest response in a confrontation with a suspect does little to harm the agency because a competent investigator "will anticipate that the defendant will make exculpatory statements."
46 Agents are seeking inculpatory statements or cooperation with the investigation, and they may rely on those statements, but exculpatory statements are by and large ignored. It appears, then, that the state's primary interest in punishing defensive deception is strategic efficiency rather than substantive truth-seeking.
On the more level playing field of the courtroom, perjury is deterred through formal mechanisms designed to get at the truth rather than enforcement strategies aimed at the defendant. Many scholars have discussed the role of trials in shaping preferences, 47 and trials do function as morality plays. 48 But it is difficult to explain the particular context of perjury, and the differential enforcement with regard to investigative lies, through the lens of this primary activity purpose.
In my view, the treatment of in-court deception is animated by the truthfinding approach, and structural protections have the "dual purpose of deterring tampering and correcting litigation outcomes that are skewed by tampering that was undeterred." 49 Those safeguards distinguish investigative and institutional deception. With regard to the former, the government is focused on asserting authority and the ex ante desire to control truth production; deterrence in the latter context is driven more by the ex post desire for an accurate outcome.
Other sanctions designed to prevent perjurers from testifying in the first place supplement the deterrent impact of the perjury statute, including discovery provisions requiring the disclosure of impeachment material, the potential revelation of prior convictions, and the admissibility of prior inconsistent statements. The trial is then structured to make perjury more easily identifiable to fact finders should perjurers nonetheless take the stand, through the oath requirement, demeanor evidence, and the availability of information on which to make credibility judgments. Federal Rule of Evidence 608(a), for example, allows an impeaching party to offer opinion or reputation evidence of a witness's character for truthfulness and to inquire on cross-examination about prior conduct that suggests a poor character for truthfulness. 50 And cross-examination itselfoften described in Wigmore's terms as "the greatest legal engine every invented for the discovery of truth" 51 -is a structural safeguard designed to expose perjury and enhance truth-seeking. As the Supreme Court explained in Bronston when it articulated the limitations on perjury prosecutions in part as a function of the alternative means to prevent perjury: "It is the responsibility of the lawyer to probe; testimonial interrogation and cross-examination in particular, is a probing, prying, pressing form of inquiry. If a witness evades, it is the lawyer's responsibility to recognize the evasion and to bring the witness back to the mark, to flush out the whole truth with the tools of adversary examination." 52 Thus, rather than imposing direct penalties by separately charging obstruction or perjury, exposing "evidence destruction" procedurally can punish "detection avoidance by effectively increasing the probability of sanction for the conduct whose detection is being avoided."
MITIGATING EXPRESSIVE HARMS IN THE FALSE STATEMENTS CONTEXT
In court, the focus is on the detection and deterrence of falsehood, and the structure of trial both guards against and signals the seriousness of perjury. Perhaps few perjurers are prosecuted per se, but many are "caught" and sanctioned in the web of procedure itself: Lies are exposed, witnesses disbelieved, and defendants convicted despite their heartfelt denials to juries.
In the false statements context, there is no such balance between ex ante and ex post preference-shaping. Under current enforcement policy, prosecutors pursue false statements without regard to the harm they cause to investigations and with an eye instead on their utility as substitutes for primary wrongdoing. The aggressive pursuit of defensive lies has some counterproductive effects. Leveraging defensive false statements can ultimately produce less information because witnesses who have no exposure at all may not cooperate for fear of running afoul of section 1001. Janice Nadler has also observed that "the expressive power of law can backfire when a law inadvertently generates disrespect," for example by sending a message that everyone cheats on taxes. 54 Scandals about athlete-doping created the widespread perception that drug use was the norm and necessary to compete. Likewise, frequent prosecutions of harmless falsehoods, which detract from a clear focus on the most salient cases of deception and obstruction, might suggest that lying to the government is both a standard and an understandable response to investigative inquiries.
In terms of general compliance, section 1001 prosecutions may ultimately undermine legitimacy if they appear "not to reflect community notions of desert but rather as a tool of a powerful government to intervene destructively in the lives of ordinary people." 55 There is some social science evidence supporting a "flouting thesis," according to which the perceived illegitimacy of one legal outcome negatively impacts the willingness to comply with unrelated laws, both major and minor. "When a person evaluates particular legal rules, decisions, or practices as unjust," Janice Nadler has concluded, "the diminished respect for the legal system that follows can destabilize otherwise law-abiding behavior." 56 Instead of reinforcing the authority of the government and enhancing public confidence in criminal justice institutions, false statements prosecutions occurring beyond the margins of recognizable harm may raise "ethical issues about the state's power in relation to the individuals on whose behalf it exercises power." 57 Public conceptions of legitimacy focus on procedural justice when the authorities "have imposed themselves on a person" and contact with the authorities has not been "freely chosen." 58 When government investigators impose themselves and then bring strategic prosecutions according to crude boundaries, that interaction diminishes the "informational influence" of the law and its power to bring about law-abiding behavior. 59 
CONCLUSION
Considering investigative and institutional lies separately, and evaluating their different scopes and contrasting incentive structures, highlights some opportunity for reform in the false statements context. The balance between limited enforcement and procedural deterrence in the perjury context may offer a better imperfect approach to false statements.
Formalizing more investigative interactions in settings such as proffer-protected interviews in prosecutors' offices, offering warnings about potential liability for false statements before questioning, and distinguishing active obstruction from passive responses could all mitigate some of the expressive distortions that arise from prosecuting organic
